2017 is their most important year in DreamSpirit's
career to date with the release of the second album
"General Triumphant", a comprehensive tour in the
autumn and winter and a guitar endorsement deal
with Schecter. The band puts high hopes in this
well prepared album, mixed and mastered by famous
German metal producer Andy Classen. "General
Triumphant" is a concept album which focuses on a
fictional general of an ancient army whose traits
remind us of three famous historical figures: Cao Cao the glorious warlord of the
Three Kingdoms period, Yue Fei the national hero general of Song Dynasty, and Lin
Chong a fictional chatacter out of legendary ancient novel "Water Margin". The songs
are more guitar-driven than the previous release and each song stands for its own
qualities, yet all in a way carefully constructed with contagious melodies and dazzling
guitar solos.
Lead vocal Shunzi says, "with this album, we want to achieve a balance between Western
rock and the use of traditional Chinese music instruments but we don’t see it as fusion
or mix. It's very guitar-driven and there's also less use of Classical Chinese [Literary
Chinese language comparable to Latin] in the lyrics. We'd like to make it more accessible."

DreamSpirit bio 2017
DreamSpirit （ 梦 灵 ） arose at the foot of the sacred mountain Mount Tai - in the city
of Tai'an, where the rich heritage of traditional Chinese culture runs in the veins of
the local inhabitants through generations. With the friendship deep rooted in their
childhood, both lead vocalist Shunzi and lead guitarist Bao found their peace and
passion in heavy metal. DreamSpirit was born out of the love for Bon Jovi, Motley Crue,
Steve Vai and foremost especially by the legendary Chinese rock band Tang Dynasty. To
pursue their dream, the duo relocated to Beijing in 2011 where their focus on melodies
in typical Chinese scales and poetic words attracted like-minded musicians to complete
the lineup.
Having spent three years playing in Beijing's underground scene and developing their
sound, DreamSpirit released their debut album "Mountains and Rivers" in 2014. The riffs
are as heavy as Taishan Mountain and the use of folk instruments like Dizi and Xiao
(Chinese flutes), Guzheng, gave their music the distinguishing feel of Han Chinese tunes.
The following year saw them taking on the world stage at Wacken Open Air in Germany:
they competed on the W.O.A. Metal Battle and gained massive support for their unique
sound. The band subsequently gained attentions from various festivals in Asia which
resulted in successfully delivered performances on V-Rox Festival in Vladivostok, Russia
and South Korea's Busan Rock Festival in 2016, etc.

Discography
2014 Mountains and Rivers
2016 Rising (Live Album)
2017 General Triumphant
Notable concerts
2015 Wacken Open Air - Metal Battle,
Ragnarock Open Air, Germany
2016 V-Rox showcase festival in Vladivostok Russia,
Busan Rock Festival in Busan Korea

Management & Booking
Painkiller Productions
ICON Promotions
Contact
zakkwu@aliyun.com
jesse@icon-promotions.com

2017 30+ dates extensive tour across China
Links
https://dreamspirit.bandcamp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/dreamspiritcn/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pJ8nKqoNL7k
https://open.spotify.com/artist/2F7PtjnQ336psvVD3jToCL
https://www.facebook.com/notes/dreamspirit-cn/dreamspirit-tour-dates-2017/1506912862707146/

